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Abstract — The problem of wave propagation through an amsotropic System consisting of an
elastic sohd Vls containing a fluid-saturated porous medium flp is considered. The partial
differential équations chosen to descnbe the propagation are the usual elastic wave équation in
Çïs and Biot's low-frequency dynamic équations for Ctpi stated in terms of the global sohd
displacement vector ux for ft = Çis U $lp and the relative vector movement u2 between fluid and
sohd in flp
Energy flux preserving boundary conditions are used at the interface between fis and
£lp, while absorbing boundary conditions, denved in the last Section ofthis work, are imposed at
the artificial boundanes of Cl
Since the solution u = (ul9 u2) of this wave problem is expected to lie in [H1 (G,) f x
H 0 (div, n^,), standard finite element spaces are used to approximate the solid displacement vector
u1, while the relative movement vector u2 is approximated using mixed fimte element subspaces o f
HQ(diwy ap)
Existence and umqueness results as well as coatiauous and discrete-time fimte element methods
for the approximate solution of this wave problem are given and analyzed
Also, the case of particular interest in exploration geophysics in which fl represents a twodimensional transverse amsotropic elastic System is analyzed in detail
Résume — On considère ici le problème de la propagation d'onde dans un système amsotrope
composé d'un solide élastique fty et d'un milieu poreux saturé de fluide O>p Les équations aux
dérivées partielles décrivant la propagation de l'onde sont Véquation d'onde de l'élasticité linéaire
dans Cis et les équations de BIOT de dynamique à basse fréquence pour Clp , elles sont exprimées
en fonction du vecteur déplacement ux pour Cl = Cls U Çïp et du vecteur de déplacement relatif
uT du fluide par rapport au solide dans flp
Les conditions aux limites utilisées sont la conservation du flot à l'interface entre
Hs et Clpi tandis que des conditions de frontière absorbante, obtenues dans la dernière section de
ce travail, sont imposées sur les frontières artificielles de Q,
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Comme la solution u = (wls U2) de ce problème d3onde appartient à [H1 (Cl)3] x H0(drvt Qp)>
des éléments finis standards sont utilisés pour l'approximation du vecteur déplacement dans le
solide Mj, tandis que le vecteur de déplacement relatif u2 est approximé dans des sous-espaces
d'éléments finis mixtes de ifo(div, Clp).

1. INTRODUCTION

We will consider the problem of wave propagation through a composite
anisotropic System H consisting of an elastic solid fls containing a porous
medium £lp saturated by a compressible viscous fluid. The standard elastic
wave équation and Biot's low-frequency dynamic équations are used to
describe the propagation of waves in fis and Clp, respectively.
The validity of Biot's low-frequency dynamic équations in top implies that
several physical assumptions are made. First, wave lengths have to be
appreciably greater than the diameter of the pores. Also the fluid may flow
relative to the solid causing friction to arise. Dissipation is assumed to
depend only on such a relative movement between fluid and solid, which is
supposed to take place according to Darcy's law of fluid flow through
porous anisotropic media. Finally, the form of Biot's équations chosen in
this work, which were presented in [5], allows us to consider domains
flp having non-uniform porosity.
Appropriate energy-preserving boundary conditions are imposed at the
contact surface between fls and CLp. Also, absorbing boundary conditions for
the artificial boundaries of the model are derived. These conditions are
obtained from the conservation of momentum équations for anisotropic
elastic solids and generalize those given in [12] for the isotropic case.
In a previous work [19], the problem considered here was treated for the
isotropic case but using another form of Biot's équations which is valid only
for uniform porosity [3], Also, several earlier papers are related to the
subject. Biot's theory of propagation of elastic waves in fluid-saturated
anisotropic porous media will be strongly referred [4, 5]. The problem of
existence and uniqueness of the solution of Biot's équations for isotropic
media with uniform porosity as well as numerical methods for the
approximate solution of such équations were considered in [17, 18]. Finite
element methods for solving the elastic wave équation in isotropic media
were presented in [16], Boundary conditions allowing conservation of
energy flux through the interface between fls and flp were first given in [11].
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we describe the
composite anisotropic model and state the partial differential équations as
well as the initial and boundary conditions describing it. In Section 3 we
present some notation and results to be used. In Section 4 we first dérive the
weak form of the problem and state the existence and uniqueness theorem
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for the solution of the composite System. Then we present the finite element
spaces to be used for the spatial discretization and formulate the continuous
and discrete-time Galerkin procedures. Since the existence and uniqueness
results and the error bounds for the numerical methods can be obtained by
repeating the arguments given for the model treated in [19], all the theorems
of this Section are stated without proof. In Section 5 we apply the results
previously derived to the case of particular interest in exploration geophysics
in which H is a two-dimensional transverse anisotropic composite System.
Finally, in Section 6 we present the dérivation of the absorbing boundary
conditions for anisotropic elastic solids used in our model.
2.

THE COMPOSITE ANISOTROPIC MODEL

Let us identify the composite anisotropic elastic System with an open
bounded domain ClczR3 and assume that its boundary, denoted by
dfi, is Lipschitz continuous. Let Fo c dfl and Tx = dCl\T0 be the stress-free
and artificial boundaries of the model, respectively. It will be assumed that
both Fo and T1 have strictly positive da-measure, der being the surface
measure on d£l. Let flp c c= fl and fls = fl\Üp be the fluid-saturated porous
medium and elastic solid parts of Cl, respectively, and set F2 = ddp, that will
also be assumed to be Lipschitz continuous.
L e t ux(x, t) = (un(x,

t ) , ul2(x,

t ) , ul3(x,

t))

b e the vector representing

the displacement in the solid part of Cl (i.e. both in Cls and Clp) and let
ü2(x,t) = (ü21(x,t), Ü22(x,t), ü23(x,t)) be the locally everaged fluid
displacement in Clp. Here ux, and ü2 i are the displacement in the
x{-direction for 1 =s i === 3. The Ü2{% are defined so that the volume of fluid
displaced through a unit area S normal to the ^-direction is

f

Js

4>w2l da-,

<>| = <t>(x) being the effective porosity.
Let
u 2 0 , t) = <t>(x)(w2(*, t) - ux(x9 0 ) = («21» W22> W23) and
set
u(x, t) = (ux(x, t), u2(x, t)). Note that u2 represents the flow of the fluid
relative to the solid but measured in terms of volume per unit area of the
bulk medium Clp,
Next, the strain tensor in the solid is given by
duu

duX

According to Hooke's law for anisotropic elastic solids, the stress tensor
&ij(ui) is related to e^i^) according to
^/(«i) = X^yjfef(*)ejtf(«i),
vol. 22, n° 1, 1988
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where, because of symmetry conditions, the tensor Al]kç(x) is such that

Also, the strain energy density W5 = Ws(elJ(u1))
function of el}(ux) given by

in O.s is a quadratic

Next, on the set £lp the stress-strain relations can be described using a
total stress tensor rtJ(u) for the bulk material and the fluid pressure
p(u). They are given by [5],
T,;(M)

- £^,,*f (*) Ekt(ui) - Qij(x)V • "2 » 1 *£ ï, ƒ *£ 3 ,
kJ

(2.3)

P(u) = X Ökf(*) e*f («i) - H{x)V . u2 .
fc,f

Hère H = H(x) is a strictly positive coefficient and the ö,/s are such that
ô ï ; = ö/r Methods of measurement of the elastic coefficients Aljkg9
Ql} and H in (2.3) are discussed in [4]. Now the strain energy density
Wp = Wp{zl}(ux)9 V . w2) in ftp can be written in the forai [5],
, V . u2) = \ W

T l / (u)

Bîy(Ml) -p(u)

V.u2].

(2.4)

It will be assumed that the elastic coefficients Aljk^ Ql} and H in (2.1) and
(2.3) are bounded in modulus by some positive constant and also that they
satisfy certain conditions in order that the quadratic forms Ws and
Wp be positive definite. Let >^s(x) and ^p(x) be the minimum eigenvalues of
the symmetrie matrices Es(x) e R6x6 and Ep(x) e R7x7 associated with the
quadratic forms Ws and Wp respectively and let \ * = inf \(x), i = s,p.
Physical considérations allow us to assume that \* > 0 and \p > 0. Also, set

Then we have
W^iu,))^

[Es
)||'

(2-5)
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and
Wp(eij(u1),V.u2)=

[Epz(u),
X*

(2.6)
2

2

-f (lM«i)) +(v.«2) ) .
Here [. , . ]e and || . ||e dénote the usual euclidean inner product and norm
in Rn. In Section 5, necessary and sufficient conditions for the validity of
(2.5) and (2.6) will be shown for the case in which H is a two-dimensional
transverse anisotropic system.
Next, let p = p(jc) be the total mass density of bulk material in fl and let
p^ = Pf(x) be the mass density of fluid in Clp and assume that
0<p*^p(x)^p*<:OO >

XS Ù ,

0 < p A =s pf(x) ^ p^ < oo , x e £lp .
Also let G(x) = (gij(x)) e R3x3 be a symmetrie positive define matrix
which dépends on the coordinates of the pores and the pore geometry. Then
let the mass matrix jrf(x) e R6x6 be defined by

,']•

'Kt)*

G(x)

3X3

where / e J R
dénotes the identity matrix. Let XG(x) be the minimum
eigenvalue of G(x). Then it will be assumed that
xe
which is a necessary and sufficient condition for the matrix si to be positive
definite.
Let the nonnegative dissipation matrix <ë(x)e R6x6 be given by

where |x(x) is the fluid viscosity and IK(A:)GJR3><3is the symmetrie positive
definite permeability matrix.
Let af(Mf ) = J] a l7 («i) ^ and T(.(M) = ^ T^-(W) ej9 1 ^ Ï , ƒ ^ 3, where
/

ƒ

ej dénotes the versor in the jcy-direction and let S^\{ux) and j£f (u) be the
differential operators given by
= (V . ^ ( M ) , V . T 2 ( M ) , V .
vol. 22, n° 1, 1988
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Let Ui(x), v®(x) and fx(x, t) be given for x e CL and w2(x), v\ix) anc*
f2(x,t)
on np. Set u°= « «2°), p° = (v°uv02), f= (fu f2). Then we
c o n s i d e r t h e f o l l o w i n g p r o b l e m : f i n d u(x, t) = (u^x,

i)

l

XX^uJ^
^ J

/ ! ( j(c , OO, x 6ff t , t,

t ) , u2(x, t)) s u c h t h a t

^ e / = (( 00, rr ) 5

with initial conditions
i) u1(x,0) = MJ\ xeO, , t = 0,
ii) M2(X, 0) = w20 , x e tlp , ^ 0 ,
iii) - ^ ( j ç , 0) = !>?, x e H ,
iv) _ ( x , 0 ) = i?§, x e n p )

(2.8)

r = 0,
t = 0,

and boundary conditions
i) a ( W l ) . v, - 0 ,

(x,Oer0x/,

ii) a ( W l ) . v , = - p 1 / 2 D 1 / 2 ^ ,

(x,r)er1x/,

iii) a («!> . v, + T(W) . vp = 0 ,

(*, 0 6 T2 x J ,

iv) M 2 . vp = 0 ,

.

(x,t)eT2xJ

(2.9)

In the above vt = (vil9vi29vi3) dénotes the unit outward normal along
ôft(-, i = s9p, and a . v5 = (ar . vs, a 2 . v5î a3 . v s ), T . vp = (TJ • vp, T2 • v^,
7F Equation (2.7.i)) is the standard elastic wave équation for Q,s, while
(2.7.Ü)) is Biot's low-frequency dynamic équation describing the propagation of elastic waves in anisotropic fluid-saturated porous media in the
context of nonuniform porosity [5].
TP Equation (2.9.i)) represents the stress-free condition on Tö and (2.9.Ü)) is
an absorbing boundary condition for the artificial boundary T1 which is
derived in Section 6, the factor D1/2 in the right-hand side of (2.9.ii)) being
the square root of the symmetrie positive definite matrix D of (6.2).
F Next, (2.9.iii)) states the continuity of the stress tensor on T2 and (2.9.iv))
imposes the vanishing of the normal component of the relative movement
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between fluid and solid along F2. The last two boundary conditions are used
in order to have conservation of energy flux through F2 [11].
For the uniform porosity isotropic case, Biot's dynamic équation (2.7.Ü))
is equivalent to that given in [3] and the problem just stated above in (2.7)(2.9) reduces to that treated in [19].

3.

NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES

For an integer n 5= 1, dénote by ( . , . ) * and || . ||0 n>, i = s,p, the inner
product and norm in [L 2 (H;)] n and by ( • , . ) and || . ||0 the inner product
and norm in [L2(fi)f. For Ù = H, fts, ilp and m a nonnegative integer let
Hm(à) = Wm>2(ft) be the usual Sobolev space, the norm of an element
v = (v\ ..., vn) in [7f m (n)]" being given by

£ 1
i =\

\a\

mm

We will omit the symbol II in the notation above in the case O = H.
TP Next, the inner product of Ü, w e [L2(F)]", F <z dfl(-, will be denoted by

where da is the surface measure on F.
Let H(di\,ni)=
{q e [L2(n,-)]3 : V . q e L 2 (ft f )} provided with the
norm

Let H0(div, ft,-) be the closure of [C^O^)] 3 in the norm || . ||ff(div
Then, it can be shown that [9],
H0(div, ft,-) = {q € H(diw, at) : q . vt = 0 on

ay

dftj .

Also, recall that the following formula of intégration by parts holds [9] :
(V . q, v\ + (q, Vv)t = (q . vh v) ^ ,
for any q e H(div, f^) and any v e
vol. 22, n° 1, 1988
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Next let V = [H1^)]3 x //(div, np),
v = (vi,v2) eV being given by

the norm of an element

Finally, if T > 0 , / = (O, T) and B is a Banach space with norm
|| . ||B, recall that
/ r fo \
L 2 {J
,U )

.
__ If1 .
— <V . .

• •

l1/2

and
L 0 0 ^ , B ) = j u : / - • B : ||v|| L «t. (/

B)

= ess sup | | t ? ( O I I B < ° °

4. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS RESULTS AND NUMERICAL PROCEDURES

First we will formulate problem (2.7)-(2.9) in a weak form. For
v = (vl9 v2) e V, w = (wu w2) e V let

5p(f, "0 = £

(T„(P),

B(V, W) = 5,(1?!,

Wl)

e,/^)),, - (p(p), V .

p

+ 5 p (l7, W) .

Also set
v= [H 1 (a)] 3 xH 0 (div,n / 7 )
= {ü = (i?lf v2) e F : i;2 . vp = 0 on T2} .
Note that V is a closed separable subspace of V and that [C°°(f2)]3 x
[C5°(n p )] 3 is dense in V.
Let r = (ÜJ, v2) e F . Multiply (2.7.i)) by vx and integrate over £ls. After
applying the formula of intégration by parts (3.1) to the (JS?i(wi), u ^ - t
and the boundary conditions (2.9.i))-(2.9.ii)) we obtain

v,,»,)^ =(ƒ!,»!),,

i e / .

(4.1)
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Next, multiply (2.7.ii)) by v and integrate over £lp. After intégration by
parts of the (i?(u), u^-term, since v e V we get

= (f,v)p,

t e J .

(4.2)

Thus, adding (4.1) and (4.2) and using (2.9.iii)) we conclude that

(4.3)
(f2>v2)p,

veV

,

teJ

.

1P Now we will analyze the properties of the bilinear form B ( . , . ) . First
note that # ( . , • ) is symmetrie and V-continuous. For analyzing the Vcoercivity of the form B( • , . ), we recall Korn's second inequality which
states that [7], [8], [14],

for any z e [H1^)]*, k = s9p. Thus combining (2.2), (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6)
we see that, for any v e V,

+ V [ l ( e y(»i). ey(»i)) p + (V . i?2, V . »2)pl

(4.4)

where
C2 = max (\*, X/) , C 3 = min (X*, X/) min (1, C : ) .
Inequality (4.4) is the analogue of the Gàrding inequality for a second order
elliptic operator.
Now we will state the main theorem on the existence and uniqueness of
the solution of problem (2.7)-(2.9). The proof is identical to that given in
vol. 22, n° 1, 1988
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[19] for the uniform porosity isotropic case and will be omitted. Set
2
L2(J, I

THEOREM 4.1 : Let f = (/ x , f2), u° = («f, wf) and i?° = (i??, ^ ) be given
and such that Mo < oo a/ïd P t < oo, ?" — 0, 1. A/5C> assume that

support (u®) fi (Î; c c O,
support (u?) n O( c c H, ,

i = s,p

7

support («£) <= c Op ,
support ( ^ c c ü p .
77ie« t/iere ejcz5fó a unique solution u(x, t) of problem (2.7)-(2.9) such that
u,^eL"(J,

V),

, [L\iïp)f).

and

Now we proceed to describe the numerical procedures. Let k === 1 be an
integer and let 0 < /i < 1. Let Ysh = Y^(O) and Y{ = Y{(a p ) be quasiregular
partitions of Q and flp respectively into simplices or cubes of diameter
bounded by h. Let mh c [/^(H)] 3 be a standard finite element space
associated with Y£ such that
inf

(4.5)

Chr\\v\\r,

Next, let w / be a finite dimensional subspace of //(div, ftp) associated with
Y{ such that
(4.6)

inf

ii) inf
Let ^ = Wl H // 0 (div, n p ) and set Vh =
follows from (4.5) and (4.6) that
i)

inf

( | K - X i | | 0 + ||e2-X2|| 0 Q

W{- Then

and it
),
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ii)

v = ( v v v2) e ([Hr(il)f x [Hr(ap)f) n V ,
inf

||»-x||v*C**(||i>1||k

+1

+ IteH

l ^ r ^ k ,
+ ||V.t> 2 ||
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(4.7)
),

forany v = (vl9 v2) e ([Hk +l(tl)f x [Hk(np)f) n V
such that

V . v2 e Hk{np) .

Let us dénote by BDDFfc (respectively, RTNfc) the vector part of the BrezziDouglas-Durân-Fortm [2], (respectively, Raviart-Thomas-Nedelec [6, 13])
space of index k associated with Y£ and set

D // 0 (div,
Since Bj^DF!A and RTN^.! satisfy the approximating hypotheses (4.6) [2],
[6], [13], Vh should be taken to be either mh x BDDF^ or mh x RTJJjfe_i.
Now we will define the numerical procedures. The continuous-time
Galerkin approximation to the solution u of problem (2.7)-(2.9) is defined
as the twice-differentiable map U = (t/ 1; U2) : / -* Vh such that
dt2

/s

\

dt2

+ B(U,v)+

lp

T

dt

!p

(pm Dm — , vx\

= (fvvl)+(f2,v2)p,

v=(vuv2)eVh,

t e J .

(4.8)

a rj

Also, t/(0) and — (0) must be specified in (4.8) as approximations to
dt
u° and i;0, respectively.
The error analysis performed in [19] can be repeated here to show that

at

U , - "+

The explicit form of the constant C 4 above can also be found in [19].
vol. 22, n° 1, 1988
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Now we proceed to define the discrete-time Galerkin rnethod. Let L b e a
positive integer, At = T/L, fn = f (n At), n = 0, ..., L. Set
n + lil

1 ^[/n

=

£r>1/4 = !(<y n - 1 / 2 + t/" + 1 / 2 ),
Tjn + l

i rjn

d U

'

u

=

rjn

u

—

—S—'
TÂt
(At)2

Then the discrete-time Galerkin method for obtaining the approximate
solution of problem (2.7)-(2.9) is defined as follows : find
(£/" (£/f t/J)X
«= ^h such that
(p a2f/f, »!>, + ( j / 32f/n, i;^ + («- 3C7", p)^
+ B{Un'w, v) + (p112 D1/2 at/f, P ^ J .
= (/i n - 1 ' 4 ,« 1 )+(/ 2 n ' 1/4 ,i'2)p,
u = (»i, u j ë ^ , 1 « n s= L - 1 .

(4-9)

TP Again the error analysis given in [19] shows that
max

(\\dt(ui~U1T\\0
^ C5(u°, v°, u)[\\d,(ui ~ tfi)°||0 + K(«2
+ \\{u-U)m\\v+{tof

0,?

+ hk].

If the initial values U° and U1 needed to initialize the procedure (4.9) are
chosen as indicated in [19], then the optimal order of convergence is
preserved. This complètes the définition and analysis of the numerical
methods related to the problem (2.7)-(2.9).

5. THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL TRANSVERSE ANISOTROPIC CASE

Hère the results obtained in the previous Sections will be applied to the
case in which n is a two-dimensional domain and the bulk material is
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symmetrie with respect to the #2-axis in the following sense. Let
Âijtf and Qtj be the tensors in the stress-strain relations (2.1) and (2.3) after
a change of coordinates of the form xx = - xu x2 = x2. Then we will assume
that
Âijkî=Aijkî,

Qi^Qij.

(5.1)

The conditions above imply that plane waves travelling in the .^-directions
show the same behaviour as the longitudinal and shear waves in isotropic
media. Also, it follows from (5.1) that there are only seven independent
coefficients in the stress-strain relations (2.1) and (2.3), which can be
written as
ffii(«i) = Rx(x

a 22 ( Wl ) =A(x) E n ( Wl ) + R2(x) s22(ui) >
CT12(MI) = 2N(X)

(5-2)

e12(«1) ,

and
T U (K) = Rx(x) en(uy) +A(x) e22(Ma) - Qx(x) V . u2 ,
(u1)- Q2(x) V . u2 ,
ru(u)

= 2 N (x) E12(UX) ,

p{u) = Qx{x) e11(w1) + Q2(x) e22(ux) - H(x) V . u2 .
In the above^^ - (un,^u12) is the vector displacement in the solid part o£O
and u2 = ${ü2— ux) =-{u2i, u22), ^he¥^u2-^=~(u21, ü22) represents the average fluid displacement in flp. From physical considérations it can be seen
that Ri{x), R2(x)y A(x), N(x) and H(x) are bounded above and below by
positive constants. Also, necessary and sufficient conditions for the strain
energy densities Ws and Wp to be positive definite are given by
R1R2-A2>0

, xe ns ,

RlR2H + 2AQlQ2-Rl

Q\-R2Q\-HA1^Q

, x e Ùp ,

x e fip .
The inequalities above are easily obtained analyzing the characteristic
polynomials of the quadratic forms W^e^^))
and Wp(sij(ul), V . u2).
Next, the symmetrie properties of the material imply that matrices G and
IK in the définition of the mass matrix sé and the dissipation matrix ^ are
given by

Lo
L
s
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In order to define this two-dimensional model completely we have to
construct the matrix D of the absorbing boundary condition (2.9. ii)). For
that purpose, and as is indicated in Section 6, we obtain the strain energy ir
on the artificial boundary r x by combining (2.2) and (5.2) to write
an< t n e n u s e
Ws as a quadratic function of (^l]{u1))l^l>}^2
^
(6-1) to
substitute ^l}{ux) on T1 in terms of v5, — and the wave velocity c. In this
/ 1

9w

i i \

way we get a quadratic function ir of (
\ c

which has the
dt

/i^^2

following expression :

C dt c

dt

Thus, it follows from (6.2) that

i va(A+N)

(Vjl f N + (vs2 f R

Note that when H is a rectangle the matrix D is diagonal and consequently
the boundary conditions (2.9.Ü)) have a simple expression in terms of the
elastic coefficients Rx or R2 and N.
TP Finally, since we are dealing with a two-dimensional domain, the finite
element spaces used for the spatial discretization have to be changed as
follows. Let Yk = Yft(H) and Y{ = Y{(flp) be quasiregular partitions of H
and flp respectively into triangles or rectangles of diameter bounded by h
and let mk <= [H 1 (H)] 2 be a standard finite element space associated with
Yh satisfying the approximating hypotheses (4.5). Let BDMfc (respectively,
RTjt) dénote the vector part of the Brezzi-Douglas-Marirü^l], (respectively,
Raviart-Thomas [6], [15], [20]) two-dimensional space of index k associated
with Yjf and set BDMfc = {q e BDMfc : q . vp = 0 on T2} , RTfc =
{q G RTjt : ^ . v p = 0 on T2) . Then Vh should be taken to be either
o

o

mh x BDMfc or mh x RTjk_1. Now the two-dimensional transverse anisotropic model is totally defined and the continuous and discrete-time Galerkin
procedures (4.8) and (4.9) can be impiemented.
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6, AN ABSORBING BOUNDARY CONDITION FOR ANISOTROPIC ELASTIC SOLIDS

In any realistic seismic model we are led to consider wave propagation in
infinité solids. One way of representing an infinité system by a finite one is
to introducé non-reflecting artificial boundaries into the finite system.
In this Section we will dérive boundary conditions ensuring that most of
the energy arriving at the artificial boundary I \ will be absorbed. These
boundary conditions will be obtained from the momentum équations of
wave fronts arriving normally to I \ , thus making it transparent to that kind
of waves. For the isotropic case, the équations derived here reduce to those
presented in [12] by Lysmer and Kuhlemeyer.
First we will summarize some results given in [10] about the velocity of
waves in anisotropic solids. Let us consider a wave arriving normally to
Tx with a velocity c. The strain tensor on r x can be written in the form
e

1 /
1 awi/
Vsi
*j("ï) = - 2 ( c~ëT

+ Vs/

1 duu \
c 1 T ) ' 1 ^ ' " ' y ' ^ 3 ' (*> 0 e r i * ' •
(6.1)

Next, let vc =

1 duf

= (vcu v\, vc3). Then combining Hooke's law (2.1) and

(6.1), the strain energy Ws in (2.2) can be written on I \ as a quadratic
function -n(vc) = W^e^i?*)) in the form

where D ( x ) e / ? 3 x 3 i s a symmetrie, positive definite matrix depending on
vs and the elastic coefficients A^ix)
in (2.1).
Next, the momentum équation on Tx are
3«ffc

dWs

Also, combining (2.1)-(2.2) and (6.1),

bVk

iJ

(6 3)

'

^m*

Thus,
^ L = pc2vckJ
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(x,t)eT1xJ,

(6.4)
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which in turn implies that c 2 satisfies the équation
det (D - p c 2 / ) = 0 .

(6.5)

Equation (6.5) yields three real positive values for c2, so that there are three
real wave-velocities, say (ck)1^k^3,
corresponding to any direction of
propagation of waves. Equations (6.1)-(6.5) are derived in [10, pp. 295298].
1P Now consider a velocity —

on the surface Tx due to the simultaneous

normal arrivai of waves of possible different velocities {ck\ ^ « 3 - Let M be
the matrix containing, as rows, the eigenvectors Mk of D and let A be the
diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues ( p c ? ) ^ * ; ^ of D, so that
c,

1 r

9wii

D = M1 AM. Also set v k = — Mk, —
Mk and let ^k be the force on
Ck L * 3' Je
Fa corresponding to vCk. Then according to (6.4) !Fk satisfies the relations

(6.6)

Next we observe that the total energy of waves arriving normally to
T1 is the sum of the partial énergies ir(uCfc) and the total force - o"(wx). v5 on
F1 is equal to the sum of the partial forces tFk. Then, according to (6,6),
3

. vs]eMk
lY1

k >

so that

In matrix form the équations above can be written

so that multiplying by M1 we finally get

vs = P 1 / 2 D 1 / 2 5 '

(x9t)eTxxJ.

(6.7)
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Using (6.7) as boundary conditions on r l 9 the conservation of momentum
implies that the energy of wave fronts arriving normally to Tt will be
absorbed. Note also that when the medium Q,s is isotropic the diagonal
matrix A = (Ai;) is given by A n = pa2, A22 = A33 = p(52, a and 3 being the
velocities of the compressional and shear waves, respectively, and that the
rows of M contain the unit outward normal and two unit tangent vectors to
Tl in that order. Thus, in this case conditions (6.7) reduce to those given in
[12] by Lysmer and Kuhlemeyer.
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